Essentia Case Studies

Essentia’s behavioral analytics
and consulting service help
professional investors to make
measurably better investment
decisions. Through analysing
rich data about a fund manager’s
behavior and investment activity,
Essentia provides a powerful and
continuous feedback loop - the
same sort that athletes use to
achieve excellence.
www.essentia-analytics.com

“It was obvious to us
that, to do the best job
possible for our investors,
we needed to continuously
look in the mirror and be
intellectually honest with
ourselves.”
Karl
Portfolio Manager

Delivering Behavioral Alpha
This case study illustrates how Essentia Insight’s behavioral
reporting and intelligent Nudges enabled one $16bn fund
manager to tackle cognitive bias, improve fund performance,
and generate a 13x return on an initial $80k software investment.
Background
• Featured in this case study is an established, successful European fund
management institution (anonymized here for client confidentiality reasons)
that runs over $300 billion in assets.
• The portfolio manager, who we’ll call Karl, has over 20 years of investment
experience and an active investment philosophy based on the premise
that long-term outperformance can be achieved through a combination
of fundamental research, active security selection and robust risk
management.
• Prior to working with Essentia, Karl’s $16bn Global Equity fund experienced
two years of relative underperformance. Previous performance attribution
analysis had shown Karl that his stock selection was not adding value, but it
hadn’t provided any real insights into what he should do to improve.
• Keen to address this and to build a more quantitative understanding of
what was both helping and hurting his fund’s performance, Karl started
working with Essentia in 2014.
Why outsource to Essentia?
• To improve performance, Karl wanted to make greater use of the historical
trade and position data he was already capturing. He also had an academic
interest in behavioral finance and wanted to see how he could apply its
principles to his everyday investment activity.
• Existing technology within the organization was limited to traditional OMS,
PMS, RMS, performance attribution and risk systems. Internal efforts to turn
the output of these systems into insight that portfolio managers could use,
ex-ante, to improve performance had failed to have impact.
• After a review of third party solutions, Karl and his CIO selected Essentia.
They cited as their primary reasons the strong investment management and
decision science pedigrees of the Essentia team and Essentia’s ability to
adapt flexibly to Karl’s own investment process.

Interested in exploring further the
practical application of behavioral
finance to active investment?
Join investment professionals,
thought leaders and technologists
at Behavioral Alpha - a unique
event focused on the integration
of science and data in asset
management:
www.behavioral-alpha.com

What did Essentia Insight reveal?
• Three years of Karl’s trade, portfolio and benchmark data was imported
into Essentia Insight, Essentia’s analytics engine - it provides a powerful
behavioral lens on the investment process.
• Karl’s fund has a long-term investment horizon and therefore trades
relatively infrequently. But even with this relatively small amount of data,
it quickly became clear that fund performance was being damaged by
selling and sizing decisions. This negative impact - particularly around exit
discipline - was offseting the clear evidence of skill, especially in sector
allocation decisions.
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• Poor exit timing is often a consequence of very normal human Loss
Aversion behavior. It’s a cognitive bias that is common to both professional
and retail investors and can have meaningful performance effects.
• Essentia measured the frequency and impact of this bias on Karl’s
performance through a comprehensive exit analysis. This included:
−−Running in excess of 1,000 scenarios or simulations, deriving not only
the impact of each exit decision, but also an objective score of the
quality of these decisions.
−−Slicing the data by a long list of contextual factors and fundamental
attributes, including sector, liquidity, price momentum, day of the week,
and holding period, in order to identify statistically significant patterns.

“When running a large
portfolio, it can be difficult
to monitor all your
positions properly. Insight
makes that easier - it keeps
you focused on the things
you can control, that make
the biggest difference to
performance across your
portfolio.”

−−Considering the quality of Karl’s exit timing decisions over a variety
of time horizons, and in conjunction with analysis of his Scaling Out
decisions (as he unwound a position).
• This analysis revealed Karl’s tendency to hold on to losers for too long,
and when he did exit, to do so too slowly. Most unhelpful to performance
were those stocks which had experienced big drawdowns relative to the
index and which then did not recover significantly over consecutive weeks.
In Karl’s case, these were typically small overweight positions which, whilst
seemingly harmless in the context of the portfolio, were quite damaging
when viewed in aggregate.
• Essentia Insight went further, showing that, by exiting these losing positions
a month earlier, Karl would historically have saved an average of 3.1% ROI
on the capital employed in each position. That was compelling enough for
Karl to want to take action.
From Insight to action
• A popular and powerful feature of Insight’s feedback loop is the ability
to create customized behavioral Nudges. Nudges can be used to alert
investment decision-makers, ex-ante, to decision blind spots, based on
their behavioral history.

Snežana Pejić PhD
Senior Quantitative Researcher
Essentia Analytics

• In their quarterly Insight meeting, Karl and his Essentia Consultant, (herself
a former portfolio manager), considered the results of the analysis and
decided that a behavioral Nudge would be the best way to counter the
impact of the cognitive bias identified by Essentia Insight.
• Using parameters defined by Karl, the Essentia Consultant configured a
Nudge called the Vulnerable Positions List (VPL). Generated on a weekly
basis to coincide with his investment team meeting, this automated report
listed those positions that were exhibiting the same price characteristics
as those which had ended up hurting Karl in the past. The Nudge was also
designed to ask a few questions chosen by Karl, including “Would I be a
buyer of this today?”.

ESSENTIA
CONSULTANTS

• Essentia Consultants play a key role in helping our clients to build
an effective feedback loop and get the most from Essentia.
• They are all former portfolio managers who have the experience to
understand your investment process and individual workflow.
• We know how busy PMs are, so rather than leave you to spend
time trying to incorporate the full range of data insights, your
Consultant will cut through to what’s important, and present you
with the most relevant insights.
• Our Consultants also ensure that the day-to-day experience of
Essentia meets each client’s requirements. This includes tailoring
reports and Nudges, but also feeding back to Essentia so we can
continuously iterate our own product and services to match the
needs of next-generation fund managers around the world.
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• The VPL Nudge quickly became
valuable in helping to set the
agenda of Karl’s weekly portfolio
review meeting. In cases where
a drawdown alert had been
triggered for three weeks in a row
or more, the team would escalate
their scrutiny, asking themselves
a different set of questions about
the position, to ensure they were
thinking critically.
• The Nudge served to tee up a
decision for Karl to make - not to
make the decision for him.
By calling his attention to these positions and asking targeted questions,
Essentia helped Karl and his team stick to their own self-defined process,
prompting them for a deliberate decision at a point when they were most
susceptible to behavioral bias.

“Saying we were going to
be more disciplined about
exit decisions and actually
doing it were two different
things. Essentia Nudges
really helped.”
Karl
Portfolio Manager

ABOVE: Karl’s responses to the Nudge questions are automatically logged on the
position’s timeline in the Essentia app. This annotated ‘game tape’ of a position (or
investment idea) makes it possible to mitigate hindsight bias in an eventual position
post-mortem. It also provides richer data on the decision process itself - useful for
discussions with end investors, and enabling the move from ex-post reporting to
ex-ante notifications.

Measurably better exit timing
• The VPL Nudge enabled the team to improve their decision-making
performance in a measurable way. In six months, the team had added
7 bps (or $11m) of alpha at the portfolio level, from just five very deliberate
exit decisions they’d made on the back of the VPL Nudge.
• Over time, however, this one small improvement in Exit Timing behavior
translated into even more meaningful performance enhancement. The
evidence of reduced loss aversion behavior became visible in their Essentia
exit analysis:
Before (2012-16)

Selling at nearterm bottom

After (2017)

Exiting losers before
it’s too late
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• In fact, it became clear that decision quality measures like Hit Rate and
Payoff were much higher for the decisions that the team was making on the
back of the VPL Nudge than on the trades they were making otherwise.

ESSENTIA
NUDGES

• Essentia’s proprietary Nudges are designed to reinforce discipline
and capture valuable data about the decision-making process that
would otherwise be lost. They come in two forms:
• ‘Asking’ Nudges help you to journal and capture data about the
fundamental reasons behind your decisions, ready for analysis later.
You can customize the questions asked by the Nudge, as well as its
timing. Each question can then be answered using both structured and
unstructured data, making it easy to build an accurate visual and
information-rich story of each investment (or investment foregone).
• ‘Telling’ Nudges alert you to when you are exhibiting a behavioral
pattern that Essentia’s analysis has shown to be detrimental to your
investment performance in the past. Fully configurable, these datadriven alerts mitigate bias, support process discipline, and deliver
measurable ROI.

Position Sizing
• The other major insight Essentia gleaned about Karl’s investment behavior
was the scope to enhance alpha through better sizing decisions.
• As a long-term investor, Karl was not inclined to do much adding and
trimming. But he was holding a large number of small active positions, and
more of them were relative losers than were winners.

“Insight’s analytical depth
and intelligent reporting
means a fund manager
can be more sure that
he’s looking at the right
things, at the right time.
As a result, he can be more
confident in his process,
and more deliberate in his
investment decisions.”

BEFORE: Relative Performance vs Active Position Size - 2012-2016

ABOVE: On balance, the positions
where Karl was putting the most capital
to work were destroying value, but
larger damage was being done, at the
portfolio level, by small positions.
LEFT: Those small, losing positions
account for the large number of red
data points.

Chris Woodcock
Head of Product, Essentia Analytics

• From the start, Karl had engaged well with the Essentia Brain Dump Nudge
- a daily set of questions to gauge what each member of his investment
team was thinking about, investment-wise. Taking only a couple of
minutes of time each day to answer, The Brain Dump Nudge automatically
annotated a timeline for each investment idea, helping the team to capture
the actual investment process and debate.
• In reviewing these ‘game tapes’ with his Essentia Consultant, it was clear
that Karl often debated with this team whether to reduce a position long
before actually doing anything. The analysis showed that over 50% of the
time, he would have been right to reduce his position at that point - not
when, and if, he actually did.
• Karl resolved to start making more proactive adding and trimming
decisions, based on changes in the team’s conviction levels over time.
When a position appeared on his VPL Nudge, he reviewed it with the team.
If the review established that the thesis was broken, he would exit the
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position. But if the thesis was intact, he resolved to add where conviction
was improving and reduce where it was deteriorating.
• Karl was also intrigued about what Essentia had revealed about the
significance and performance value of his decisions not to trade. With his
Essentia Consultant, he designed a bespoke Weekly Review Nudge to hit
his inbox straight after his weekly team meeting, so he could capture these
decisions and analyse them for insights.
Results
• Karl changed his (and his team’s) investment behavior, becoming more
active and effective in position sizing. Over time, this translated to
improved results across key metrics:
AFTER: Relative Performance vs Active Position Size - 2017

ABOVE: Karl’s big bets had started
working and he was letting them grow.
Small positions in losers were doing far
less damage than before.
LEFT: More green than red, overall, and
fewer underperforming small positions.

Process and performance takeaways
• By looking at the returns to the specific decisions Karl made on the back of
Essentia Nudges, we can prove that he added measurable value through
working with us.

“Essentia Insight helps us
stick to our process with
more discipline and less
effort than before.”

• But the reality is that his investors care most about overall performance. In
the three years prior to working with Essentia, Karl had been, on average,
outperforming by 25 bps per annum.
• In the three years he’s been working with us, that has increased to 93bps an extra 68 bps of alpha per annum. That’s $108m for investors. This is
by no means the most an Essentia client has achieved, but for Karl’s firm it
equates to an annual ROI of 13x from using Essentia.

Karl
Portfolio Manager

• Karl’s use of Insight and his work with his Essentia Consultant illustrates
how Essentia can be used to reinforce an existing investment approach by
bringing new, actionable data to the decision-making process. Through
data insights and ongoing Nudges, Karl was prompted to revisit his team’s
conviction levels and test their investment hypotheses in a deliberate and
disciplined way.
• The complexity of the human mind means it is not possible to eradicate
behavioral bias completely. But, as this case study has illustrated, it
is possible to identify and mitigate those areas of bias that are most
damaging to portfolio performance and build a continuous improvement
loop.
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• Over the same period, data from Essentia Insight also revealed areas where
Karl shows marked investment skill. This, combined with improvements in
exit timing and sizing, has allowed him to evidence the success and rigor
of his investment process when communicating with clients and investment
consultants.

“Recent advances in
computing power mean
that behavioral analytics
are now a real and
increasingly important
feature of the active fund
management landscape. In
five years, such technology
will be as common as
traditional risk analytics are
today.”

Clare Flynn Levy
CEO and Founder, Essentia Analytics

• Karl’s VPL, Brain Dump and Weekly Review Nudges are customized for him
and his own investment process. Other Nudges and alerts can be created
easily to meet the needs of the investment team using it.

ABOVE: The combination of rich analytics, intelligent Nudges tailored to the investment
process, and one-to-one sessions with an expert Essentia Consultant, creates a powerful
and continuous feedback loop for the professional investor. The result is measurably
better investment decisions and proven mitigation of behavioral factors known to
negatively impact investment performance.

How does this case study relate to you?
• In what ways is your organization leveraging the data it already
has to reinforce and iterate on the investment process?
• Do you know how much alpha your team gives up due to
“predictably irrational” investment behavior?
• Are you still dependent on legacy technology, or is your team
already working with the next-generation technology now
making it possible for active fund managers to prove - and
continuously improve - investment skill?

Learn more about our award-winning service and how it can help you and
your investment team to make measurably better decisions:
www.essentia-analytics.com
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